
“Kendama” and Hatsukaichi City 

  

“Kendama” is a traditional toy and culture derived from the techniques of Hatsukaichi City. 

Hatsukaichi, the city in the southwest Hiroshima, has flourished as a timber port since the Middle Ages and historically had 

close ties with wood and wooden craftsmanship as shown in the beauty of Itsukushima shrine built in the 12
th
 century.  

In Meiji Period (1868-1912), people of Hatsukaichi started the production of various wooden toys using woodturning 

techniques. Tourists visiting Miyajima liked to buy them as souvenirs.  

However, we have to wait until the beginning of the 20
th
 century for Kendama to 

see the light in Hatsukaichi. In 1918, the year of the end of World War I, a craftsman called 

Hamaji Egusa improved the conventional form of Kendama that was popular in the Meiji 

period and created Kendama that we know today. Three years later, he decided to start the 

production at one of the factories in Hatsukaichi, famous for wooden toys. He named his 

Kendama “Nichi-Getsu-Ball (日月ボール)” [Picture 1]. This name originates from the ball 

painted in red that resembles the sun and the crescent-curved parts that resemble the moon. In Japanese, the word “Nichi (日)” means “the 

sun”, and “Getsu (月)”, “the moon”. So, in English, “Nichi-Getsu-Ball” will be “Ball of Sun and Moon”. 

Even before the birth of Kendama in Hatsukaichi, there were already toys similar to Kendama in various countries. For 

example, French aristocrats played with toys consisted of a ball and a rod, “Bilboquet”, in 16
th
 century [Picture 2]. Kendama was first 

imported from the Netherlands to Nagasaki in the Edo Period.  

But as shown in the pictures, “Nichi-Getsu-Ball” and the conventional Kendama like “Bilboquet” had different forms and 

structures. By Egusa’s invention of “Nichi-Getsu-Ball”, Kendama came into sophisticated stage as a toy. This is due to the fact that it has 

more cups to catch the ball and this increased the variety of techniques. As a result, Kendama or rather “Nichi-Getsu-Ball” became more and 

more popular and experienced several booms.  

At the last boom in 1970s, more than six factories produced approximately 400,000 Kendamas 

per year in Hatsukaichi, which represents 70% of national production. Some of them were even exported. 

However, after the last boom, Kendama and the production fell into a decline. In 1998 the last remaining 

factory at Hatsukaichi closed its doors, putting a period to the history of Kendama in Hatsukaichi.  

But the end did not last long. Many wished for its return. This was the reason why tourism 

association, the Chamber of Commerce, and the city hall in Hatsukaichi worked together to produce 

Kendama again, with the help of Yasunori Nishimura who was one of the craftsmen at the last factory. As a 

craftsman of Hatsukaichi, the birthplace of Kendama, Nishimura had a strong will to transmit the traditional 

techniques of its fabrication to the next generations.  

Since 2011, Hatsukaichi City Hall distributes Kendama produced in the MOKUZAIRIYO Center to all first grade elementary 

students in the city, in order to support its diffusion. At school and at home, children of Hatsukaichi enjoy Kendama, the tradition of their 

city.  

In other words, Kendama is, for Hatsukaichi City, not just the bridge connecting the present and the past, but also one of the 

important communication tools transcending the generations.  

Picture 1 : Nichi-Getsu-Ball 

Picture 2 : Bilboquet 


